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Giant Monster Appears in Downtown LA
August 29th, 2020 3:27 PM, a giant bird appeared above the Capital Records Building in Downtown LA.
While all footage of the event is mysteriously corrupted beyond recovery, the destruction left behind in its wake
and eyewitness accounts lead to the inevitable conclusion that at the very least, something that looked like a
giant bird appeared.

While the monster seemed unstoppable for a period, eventually a mysterious figure appeared that defeated the
bird. According to eyewitness accounts the figure was dressed in golden armor with some sort of wings
stretching out from their back.

After the bird was defeated, its remains mysteriously evaporated, leaving nothing behind.

The Mysterious Figure

According to the government, while admirable in his acheivments in stopping the bird, the mysterious figure is
not to be trusted. In fact, in his official address to the people this morning the President said “ While the defeat
of the monster is impressive, we should not be so quick to trust this individual just yet. After all, we wanted to
be the one to take down the monster. Hmm, what do you want? What do you mean I can't say that? What do you
mean people aren't going to accept that it's bad just because it hurt our military's pride? I understand people died,
but why should I care? Ugh, fine. We can't trust him because he's dangerous, you happy now?” As always, you
feel his strength with every word.

Despite the government's statement, many are not convinced, especially survivor's of the attack. When asked
about this mysterious contradiction, one supporter had this to say “Look, I know our very strong president gave
a really good speech telling us not to support him, but he wasn't there. If you were there than you saw what he
did, he not only stopped the bird, but they also did everything he could to protect us from the debris. No speech,
no matter how strong and good it is, is going to make me forget that kindness.”
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